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STANDARDIZED 'TESTS, GROUP DIFFERE E AND PUBLIC POLICY

If policy issues in education were judged b- the intensity of

feelings they arouse, the uses of standardized te ts and the measure-

nent of group differences would rank quite hig .
Few Issues can hatch

the controversy surrounding the neasurement of racial-ethnic group

differences on standardized tests for emotional intensity and specious

arguments.

The controversy continues to dominate an incredible amount of

professional thinking, and public debate concerning various facets of

the controversy continue to receive coverage in the popular press. The

°IQ Myth" has been the subject of a nationvide television documentary

and my have been handled in precisely the manner that would ensure its

continued controversy. Federal courts and administrative agencies

continue to deal with the problems of standardized tests and group

differences in personnel selection, promotion, and transfer; state

boards of education, university systems, and other educational agenc es

continue to debate the educational value of standardized tests and

their fairness to racial and r-thnic groups; and varying forms of ana-

thema continue to be pronounced on the ideological heresies of Jensen,

Herrrstein, and Shockley.

The purpose of this paper js -o consid the controversies of

standardized tests and group differences as they relate to the forma-

tion of public policy. Although the two is ues have separate and

distinct features, their abrasive interacti n constitutes one of the

najor problem* of education in a pluralistic society. The persistehce



of certain group differences on standardized tests is perceived by

many critics as spurious, and it is the continuance of those differ-

ences that spur their criticism of tests. Uithout racial-ethnic

differences, the testing controversy would be less intense and might

be resolvable. Without the limitations and disadvantages of stand-

ardized tests, the problems of racial differences night be considered

more easily in terms of their educational implications. Standardized

tests have been developed within a context of individual differences;

racial amd ethnic differences are debated in a centext of group interest

that now suggests the replaceMent of a psychology of individual differ-

ences by a sociology of groups (Glazer, 1975).

A major premise of the paper is that the overlappingor confounding

issues of standardized tests and group differences have long since become

matters of public policy. Neither separately mor jointly can the issues

be resolved within the confines of professional, technical, or adminis-

trative judgement. Unless suitable policy alternatives can be identified

and deliberately chosen, the controversies that currently prevail in test

usage and group measurement mill not be resolved.

For purposes of this paper, policy may be defined as an eme ging

consensus of opinion that permits or encourages specific lines of publit

action. Policy represents a pragmatic concern for consequence: outcomes,

or resul s as well as a directive sttmulus for public action and can be

interpreted glibly as a public answer to the 'question- "What do we do

about it?" To paraphrase tile logical
empiricists, unless there is a

criterion by which to judge the answer, the question may be meaningless.

Unless policy alternatives can be defined for the controversies of

standardized tests and racial-ethnic group differences, we will continue

to debate the issues in a scientific, professional, and ethical vacuum.
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The Uature of the Controversy

The problems and issues concerning standardized tests and group

differences may be considered in several ways. The issues generating

the most heat are those concerning the influence of hereditary or

genetic factors in test performance and their consequent determination

of measured group differences. This controversy has been much re./ived

by the publications of Arthur Jensen (19E9), Richard Herrnstein (1973),

and William Shockley (1972). It has been perpetuated by critics %Alio

perceive the public school as serving a power structure conmitted only

to its own perpetuation. While these critics may vary in their ac ep-

tance or rejection of genetic factors, they are dispos d to see in

stamdardized tests a perpituation of class or cultural bias ttiat contra-

dicts certain basi . premises of a democratic society. It i their

contention that standardized tests reflect the values knowl dge% a d

attitudes of a middle class; and are not adequately attuned to the

motives, viewpoints, and prior education of culturally different groups.

Soffle critics speak from a pronounced ideological base that would preclude

the uses and applications of standardized tests in education, industry,

and government.

Heredity Versus Environment

The nature/nurture issue in psychology and education has consuned

volumes of print. While most participants in the argument would avoid

an either-or position, maintain a semblance of detachment and object-

ivity, and refrain from ideological attacks or ad hominom arguments,

the tragedy may be that almost all have been unable to do so_ The

issue apparently arouses feelings of great intensity and discussants

are evidently trapped into taking and trying to hold positions that are
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intellectually indefensible.

ln an earlier debate, 'Walter Lippmann (1976) could not refrain

from referring to items on the Stanford-Binet as "stunt " and built his

argument as much on ridicule as his pertinent and quite justi ied

suspicions that the testing movement had taken some undesirab e turns.

This provoked from Lewis Terman (1976) an emotionalized defense that

missed many criticisms he himself would have offered at another time

and place. As a humanist, perhaps, Lipprnann was incensed that anyone

could be so presumptuous as to attenpt the measurement of "intelli-

gence". Terman implied that since Nr. Lippmann knew so much, he had

an obligation to abandon his role as critic and enter his enchanting

field of research".

The dangers of entrapme t are seen in the Jensen affair. Accurate

estimates of the readership of Jensen's ori inal article in the Harvard

Educational Review are not available but it is quite safe to infer the

article has had more critics than readers. Those who have read the

article may fault Jensen more for his polemical style than for anything

he said about racial-ethnic group differences. The fact that he stated

his conclusion first makes his argument sound as if it were deduced frof...

first premises. As Cronbach (1975) has pointed out, Jensen intended to

speak for open-mindedness and continued research but was trapped into

defending positions he had not taken previously.

Much the same reaction can be seen in the Herrnstein incident.

The original article in the Atlantic Monlbly.was accepted only after

Herrnstein had agreed to certain changes suggested by the editor. The

point may be that in both Jensen s and Herrnstein's articles, there was

an editorial desire for a controversial presentation of what should



have been a researchable hypothesis rather than a debatable topic.

Noem Chomsky (1976), in one reaction suggests that Herrnstein's IQ may

be fallacious; Herrnstein (1976), in rebuttal, wonders "Whatever

happened to Vaudeville?" Given the final word by an editor, Chomsky

peats his original criticism that while Herrnstein's position is both

t ivial and fallacious, it will surely be used by racists to justify

discrimination.

The tendency to accuse the opposition of an ideological bias is

particularly strong in the controversy. Leon Kamin (1974) infuses

considerable moral indignation in his attack on the ideological biases

of the pioneering generation of test constructors and users. His

criticism of Sir Cyril Burt's work is unusually devastating and his

sensitivities to another generation's methodological weaknesses are

quite acute. But Kamin may be more quickly trapped into an either-

or position than he recognizes, and his own ideological preferences

are more dominant than his own "reasonably prudent mann would expect.

The influence of ideology is seen even more easily in the argu-

men -s that while intelligence may have an heredi ary basis, it is not

a major determinant of success in the economic, social, and political

spheres of life, Christopher Jencks and his associates 1972) have

estimated that 45 percent of the total variance of IQ scores may be

attributed to heredity, 35 percent to environment, and the remaining

20 percent ta an interaction of the two. More important, it is their

contention that differences in intelligence are not due to factors

controlled by the schools and do not account for much of the variances

in occupational status and income.

Under the auspicies of the Social Science Research Council, Loehlin,

Lindzey, and Spuhler (1975) have sought to define an intellectually
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honest position on racial differences in intelligence. They contend

that no issue in the social sciences has proven to be mere intrusive

than the question of assessing the relative importance of the biolog-

ical and environmental daterminents of behavior. They proceed on the

premises that: (a) genetic does not mean unchangeable, (b) equal does

not mean identical, (c) the unity of general intelligence has not been

fully established, (d) there are different meanings of raCe, there

are disagreements about heri ability, and (f) scien if c knowledge

itself has a probabilistic nature.

Their review of the research literature confirms that many studies

are poorly designed, executed, and reported and that the political and

social preferences of the investigators often bias their interpret tion

of data. They conclude thate

1. Racial-ethnic differences and socioeconomic differences

are sufficiently distinct to demand separate treatment .

Q scores correlate with socioeconomic indices within

minority groups as well as in the majority lroup.

3. Social change can affect average levels of test perfor-

mance in various sub-populations, but the average group

differences do not seem to be particularly responsive

to such environmentally induced changes.

4. Stimulating environments can have a substantial effect

on the measured IQ's of young children but it is not

clear which environmental changes are effective er

how permanent the resulting IQ changes are.

There is some evidence of differences in patterns or

profiles of ability but it is net known to what extent

these differences are due to cultural or genetic factors.

The majority of variation in either patterns or levels

of ability lie within
racial-ethnic groups and not

between them; neither race nor social class should be

used as a predictor of individual's performance on

tests of intellectual ability.

Loehlin, Lindzey, and Spuhler emphasize that differences in intel-

ligence reflect: (a) inadequacies and biases in the tests themselves,
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(b) differences in environmental conditions, and (c) genetic differences

mnong the groups. These factors are not necessarily independent and

may interact. Current evidence permits a wide range of positions to

be taken concerning the relative weight of the three factors and,

regardless of relative importance, there is no doubt that within group

differences exceed in magnitude the average differences between such

groups. They are aviare that these conclusions are limited but do not

believe that scientific evideme at the present time justif'es stronger

ones.

In considering the social and public policy implication of genetic

differences, these authors contend quite strongly that no public policy

implication follows from scientific conclusions alone. Public policy

is a function of both empirical data and social values. They believe

that the following social values should command assent: (a) group

membership should not be the occasion for feelings of shame or inferi-

ority, (b) members of all groups should have full opportunity for

economic reward, social acceptance, and political participation, and

(c) members of all groups should have equal access to social benefits

and services.

How Important Is Iq?

The argument that intelligence contributes very little to individ-

ual economic success is presented at great length by Bowles and Gintis

(1976). lhey attack what they believe to be a technocratic-meritocratic

ideology and contend that the public schools legitimate economic inequal-

ity. The nation's school systems presumably foster the belief that

economic success is dependent upon technical and cognitive skills which

are provided in an efficient and equitable manner based on merit. While
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there is a relationship btaeeri education and economic success, this

relationship cannot be a.counted for in terms of cognitive achieve-

ments. They believe an educational meritocracy to be largely sYnbolic-

Loehlin, Lindzey, and Spuhler conclude that while intelligence

is of genuine importance in most areas of success, it is far from being

all-important in determining what life will be like for most people.

They suggest a number of intefesting studies on racial-ethnic differ-

ences in intelligence but raise the question of urgency. It is their

conclusion that for studies of educational methods and policies,

research into individual di ferences is more critical than research

into group differences. The urgency of research into possible eugenic

or dysgenic trends is a natter of opinion. Their position may be

contrasted with that of [flock and Dworkin (1976) who conclude after

a lengthy survey that while research into racial differences should

not be prohibited, individual scientists, because of the political

climate at this time, Should voluntarily refrain from the investiga-

tion of racial differences in intelligence. Loehlin, Lindzey, and

Spuhler conclude their discus ion with the contention that a humane

and enlightened public p1icy should not be bound by either heredi-

tarian or environmentalistic dogmas. Public policy should be respon-

sive to the fact that individual variation greatly exceeds group

differences and that whiie intelligence is an empirically signif cant

variable, i is not everything. Intelligence may be socially defined

n terms that are not identical with performance on IQ tests. Intel-

lectual achievements ar e. merely a matter of ability but reflect

_

motivational, ternpramenital and opportunity factors as well. The rela-

tionship between intelli -ce and social rewards is at best only mode-

rate. Finally, they c1oe with the statement that moral and political
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estioris never have had scientific ans ers.

The Standard in Testing

The pervasive dissatisfaction --ith standardized testing stems from

misgivings concerning the norms or standards against which individuals

are compared (Messick, 1975). The basic premise of psychological and

educational measurement either goes unnoticed or becomes hi hly quest-

ionable when brought into public debate. Yet s the absence of an

absolute standard that prompted the development of standardized tests

and their success in providing a comparative base for decisions and

judgements concerning human behavior. It is well to recall that

"standard scores" provide a means of comparing individuals with a

specific norm group and were not designed for the comparisons of groups

as such. It is the individual's test performance that is adjusted for

the group- s cen -ral tendency and variation.

The use of standardized tests for group comparisons is the core

of the controversy. There is the criticism of inherent bias favoring

the groups upon which the tests were originally developed and "normed";

there- is the contention that the norms do not reflect what teachers

teach and students learn; there is the apprehension that standardized

tests will be used for judging teaching effectiveness; there is dismay

at the extent to which testing is a part of the educational scene; and

there is a general distrust .of the value of standardized tests in

making educational decisions and judgements.

The controversy surrounding
standardized tests is further exacer-

bated by test score decline over the past fifteen years (Munday, 1976;

Harnischfeger & 4iley, 1976; Flanagan, 1976 )- their use as criteria in

sociological and econometric analysis of schooling (Coleman, et al,

11
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1966; Averch, et al, 1972; Levine, 1976); the difficulties of debating

their technical features in courts of law (Lennon, 1966); and their

suspected abuse in classifying and sectioning students for learning and

teaching Aurposes (Findley & Bryan, 1971; Mercer, 1974).

Policy Al ernatives

If policy is accepted as the criterioreby which to judge group

differences on standardized tests, several alternatives may be seen in

the recommendations and suggestions of various critics debating the

testing problems and issues of the past several years. Some testing

specialists would regard the cures and remedies of testing differences

as homeopathic and insist on further study and research of the problem,

holding social consequences and costs in abeyance until the issues can

be reso ved in a purely scientific manner. Other critics would insist

on more instant solutions that would alter or modify radically the

nature of tests, schools, and seciety in general. Although not exhaus-

tive, six alternatives may bp discussed as policy solutions that would

p_esumably resolve the issues and controversies involved. These alter-

natives include: ) a morat rium on testing, (b) the adjustment of

group differences, (c) new ra ionales for testing, (d) the teaching of

ntelligence, (e) alternative schooling, and (f) adaptive treatment.

A Moratorium on Testing

Some critics of testing would resolve the problems and issues of

group differences by dn immediate abandonment of testing. Either

through professional restraint, legislative action, or court rulings;

they would insist that tests not be used for purposes of selection,

placement, and evaluation until tests meet standards of validity and

reliability that are believed to be essential. The contention is that
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standardized tests are culturally unfair andd improperly classifly

members of minori ty groups , More important is the insistence ttat

standardized tests ate inherently biased in the assumptions on NM ch

they are based. Vistincti ons between intel ligence or aptitude tes-ts

and achievement tests are spuri ous . Both kinds of tests serve to wan n-

tain the differential status of racial-ethnic groups in a society that

$ counitted to the continued domi fiance of a single cultural tradi Hon

Mercer, , 1 974 ; Will iams, 1970; Routs, 1976

Efforts -to counter the cal 1 for a moratorium have usually taken

the tact that a distinction ENS t be made between a charge of inadequacy

on the part of all tests and the abuses of testi ng practices. A more

telling argument is presented in terns of the replacement possibilities -

The al ternati ye to testing i s seen as forms of subjective appraisal that

have been tri ed in the past and fully establi shed as vanting. The

advantages of testi rg as a means of sys toned c inqui ry, obj ect ive data

and useful infornation would be the bab discharged with the bath

(Messi ck and Anderson, 19 70 ).

There.is further reason, however, to believe that a compl ete a an

donment of testing is not a viable poll cy alternative. It is vial] to

recall that the intense criticism of testi ng in the early Sixties

resulted not in a reduction of the amount of testing in industry and

education, but came at a tine Oen other policy issues and decisi ons

were dictati ug an expanded use and applicati on of standardized tests,

(Holmen and Docter, . 1972 ; Bri tn, Glass Neul inger. and Fi restone , 1969 ).

Cleary, Humphreys, Een dri ck , and iksrman (1 975) have pointed out

that the fai r use of stardardi zed tests does not depend on a soluti on

to the heredityenvironment problem- 'Tests have been developed under

ground rules that nake no casual assumptions as to test performance .

1 3
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tests measure current performance and not inn te capacity.

These authors suggest tiat one alternati ve nay be ientif1ed as

randorm select' on or se lec-tioni by I ottery, Such a p rocedure was used

in the aemi ssion of the firs t class to Federal lty College in Wash-

in gtor, D.C. and impl i es -tha_t a lottery ma3i be as ' fai r" as otter

selec-tion methods. OtI3er al ternatives are (a) the use of prior

exper iersce as de termin ed in work tni s tories or bi ographical -inventories ,

(b ) the use of demovaphi c categones as u sed ir quotas and schedules,

ane ( c) the may fo rms of subjective ev al tsati on , such as in-terviewing,

th at have beer used in the past FOT e ducational purpses, the best

al ternati ve to testing rema lns the s ludent's previ ous acade mic achi eve -

ment as represen ted by grades. But Cleary, Humphreys , Kendrick, and

Wesman corrtend that the abamdarnment of tests would mein the abandon-

ment of these functions supiorted by tests and thai hie tvoul d be left

without objective app rai sal 1. They alo poi lit out th at any alte rna ti ye

to testing would have to ire,et the same crite riot of fairness thai test s

thermal yes are cri ticizee for not havirg.

The dj ustment of Group Diffe ences

Ma.ny professionals and testing speci all s s apparently believe that

tie social or ccltoral Oias in s tan darcii z ed t -sts car be control led

ttrough statistical or methodological adj ustnents -These Advocates

weul d take tile limitations of tests as tl-rey now exist arid -adjust,

through regress ion analysi s, ihe greup di fferences that provide a sou ce

of disagreement Such corireciions vould be made in teepirvg with con-

cepts of -fai mess or comma-tory j ustice for preNious discrimination

agains e thnic or pri rarity g roups (FIncher, , 1 973 ).

A basic premise of su.ch efforts is the no-tio-n that group differ-
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ences on standardized t-ests are a tectini cal prohl ern to be reol ved fr-om

within the prolessior 1 tself Group reintershi p IdOuld loe -treated as a

'moderator van b1 e t hat should actual ly sharpen the predi cti gm made of

future performance lo.y two or more groups (Bartlett Ca 'Leary, , 1959).

Although not treated as a moderato," vari abl e as stmt sex has Tong been

used in -testin g as a basi s for separate norms prediction equations

and se1ectie treatment. An ef-for t is often wade tc control sex bias

in the cens-tructi on of test iters by not iricl udi lig items whi ch favor

one or the other- Sex di iferen ces are openly acknowledged lin stard-

rclizati on procedures and then controlled by -the development ol tWo

sets of monis , presented in mos t cases with norms for the conbined

groups. Bi ases in the selectioin process i Iself are further comtroll ed

by the use of separate equations that wall C overtly consider the sex of

the incli vi dual appl nt.

The correction of social or cul tural bias through d iffere nti al

validation has not been highly successf ul in either enpl cyment or educa-

tion . The techn ique I s apparertly 1 imi ted because of the soaal 1 nuabier

of subjects avai latrle in industnil val idation studie ard lecause of

the frequent di fficul ties lii i derrtifying applicants PI r ace: or ethnic

group. Such studies w4ere oftec needed at a tine Olen' other rules and

regulationz prohibited tile iderti fi cati on of appli cants by race or

e-thrkic Nro upi ng -

Al Iho ugh differerti al val idi ty is expli citly regarded as a pal -icy

alternative in federal agency gui de lines prepar-ed under Title VI I col

the Ci v II Ri ghts Act, its relevance for pcbl ic po icy has rot bee

consistently pe rceive d lay courts interprelin g 1 egisl ati Ise intent, and

there I s an increasin g suspici on that -its us e in predictive s tudies

nicy constitute a fcnrk of reverse di scrinii -nation whicil ccurts are

15



be inadng to find nonperrnissible under the Fourteen h Anendrnent.

Dither efforts to define test bias, or its coun erpart, test

fairness , also have been unsuccessful . Although a variety of ingen-

'JOIE methods have been suggested, the inherent weakness ,o,f such methods

have eveintoally been brought forth by specialists seeking a better viay

f defining, and thereby controlling,, test bias. Examples may be seen

in Clearl's (1968) attempt to define bias in terns of the accuracy of

predi Kti on that i s possi bl e, Thornclike 's (1971) effort to ensure compar-

able Nrcpup otjtcrries, Einhorn and Bass (1971) attempts to establish

eqtal probabi lity of success, and Cole's (1973) appeal for method

th at Nouild equali ze the probability of selection,.

Darlington (1971) represents a broader view that would take po icy

pr-efrerices into expli ci t consi deration and openly acknowledge that if

test bias is to be eliminated, test validation must not only be empi r-

ical but test usage must be rational Peterson and Novick (1974) would

go further and insist upon an equity of expected utilities that are

deri ved wi th in the framework of a general decisi on-theo Teti c formulation.

1n dc3in 50, publi c policy would dictate what is to be accomplished by

the cleclsions made.

Other observers have questioned the success of both differential

validity and methodology definitions of test bias (Fincher3 1975a;

Schnridt and Hunter, 1974). There is the contention that both tradi-

tion-al test theory and current testing rationales are contrary to the

adjustrnents that are attempted, Lord (1967) is emphatic in the passi-

bili ty that group adjustments may not be pernii ssible in an ex post

facto manner. Cronbach (1976) suggests that the problem is indeed one

i n wohi ch psychometrics and pol itical philosophy meet.
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New Rationales for 'Testing

Other critice, workIng both withii arid wi hout the field of test n

have seen -the abuees of standardized tests as steniniing from the basic

premises of testing. They believe the abuses can be eliminated through

new departures in the philosophy, purposes, and rationales of testing

and advocate a systematic concern with different fierms and procedures.

Mese critics would modify the uses and applications of testing by

shifting the predominant emphasis from selection and predictive validity

to the facilitation of learning and teaching, as well as new practices

and implications.

The nost prominent of these critics is Ralph Tyler (1 74). It is

contention that tests have been developed for particular purposes

with assumptions and techniques appropriate to the times. With the

change of times, tests must be used fer new purposes and must, there

fore, operate on different assumptions with techniques that are suitable.

Testing in the seventies nest be relevant to the extension of minority

group rights and should serve our needs to evaluate programs and instru

tional methods, as opposed tO individual capacities and differences.

Tyler argues most persuasively that standardized tests wore developed

in an era when a peychology of individual differences was dominant and

served prirnarily to rankorder students. Test scores were used for

classifying, placing, and sectioning students for traditional modes of

instruction. The needs of the postsixties call for instrunents that

measure educatienel outcomes, as opposed to initial aptitudes and abil

ties, and enable us to monitor, evaluate and improve what students

learn and what teachers teach.

Support for Tyler's position m y be seen in the emergence of

evaluation research as a professional interest and speci y (Phi Delta



Kappa National5tudy Committee on Evaluation, 1971; Tyler, 1969;

Anderson, Ball, Murift, et al, 1976; Suchman, 1967 ). the strong push

for criterion-referenced tests, as opposed to the norm-referenced

features of traditional tests (Glaser and Nitko, 1971; Knapp. 1974),

the pervasive concern with statewide assessment at the public school

level (Ebel, 1974; Pincher, 1975b), and the emphasis placed on National

Assessment of Educational Progress (Johnson, 1975; Mellon, 1975).

The policy implications of these trends and developments are seen

most clearly perhaps in the uses and applications of criterion-referenced

tests. Ihe development and use of such instruments signify a disen-

chantment with obstinate group differences that are a continuing source

of embarrassment in a society committed to educational values. An

explicit assumption of the movement is the belief that relative stan-

dards constitute a questionable comparison of individuals and groups

with the sole benefit being an ordering or ranking of students. Norma-

tive approaches indicate where they stand with reference-to some group

which is often vaguely identified or inappropriate. The appeal is for

absolute standards that are properly specified in educational or

learning terms and which the individual can reach without regard to

measures of group performance.

Robert Ebel (1975) is among critics who believe criteri n-

referenced tests to possess the appeal of novelty and innovation but

reedom from technical problems or policy difficulties. Not only

is the problem one of specifying and sampling domains of knowledge but

there is the difficulty of setting standards cr levels of performance

which will be rational and acceptable. Ebel contends the assumptions

of criterion-referenced
testing are mistaken. Since both criterion-

referenced and norm-referenced tests must be designed to differentiate

18
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levels of achievement. the need to make comparisons amorg individuels

cannot be avoided.

It is signifi ant,
therefore, that results of the Ma ional A6 ess-

ment of Educational Progress give much the sane picture as th t revealed

over a longer period of time by standardized tests. Althcugh criterion-

referenced in terms of individual performance and reported as the per-

cent passing or succeeding on specific tatks, the results of Nationel

Assessment display the same regional, race, and sex differences seen in

norm-referenced measures. Also relevant is the finding by Harnischfeger

and Wiley (1976) that test score decline is evident not only in schol-

astic aptitude tests but also in educational achievement tests. Adthough

this finding may support the argument that there are no differences

between intelligence or apti ude tests and achievement tests, it is

nonetheless indicative of a more general
problem than the one posed by

the advocates of criterion-referenced tests.

Yet, the policy
implications of the new rati nales for testing

nemain much the same. Current testing practices neflect a rat male

that has historical roots and traditions that may not be adequate for

present problems and issues in education (Anderson. 1972; Sanuda, 1975),

As Levine (1976) has pointed out, standardized
achievement teets had

profound significance
in an era when both psychology and education

aspired to scientific status and acceptance. Just as the testing nove-

ffents of that day neflected the aspirations of its participants, so

they reflected the social values and norms current at that time. There

is little doubt that standardized
tests, with or without a "modern

rationale", reflect the values and policy pre erences of dominant

interest groups.



Me Teaching of Intelligence

One alternative to tie nagging persistence of group differences

has been suggested as the provision of special educational programs

that would eradicate such differences by developing the skills and

competencies disadvantaged groups
obviously need in taking such tests.

The teachability of intellectual and cognitive abilities is a topic

-

much debated in itself. Coupled with the difficulties of unwanted

gralp differences, the topic reveals a great deal about the optimism

or pessimism of its opposing discussants. Those who are optimistic

about the issue contend that the IQ is clearly related to the percep-

tual habits cognittve skills, previous learning, and personal values

of the individual rather than to his or her racial background or group

membership. Assuming that these characteristics are acquired through

experiental learning,, it presumably would follow that intelligence

itself should be wnenable to instruction il that instruction were

properly arranged and provided.

Arthur Whimby (1975) may be cited as one advocate who takes an

optimistic view of instructional efforts to ameliorate group differ-

ences in measured fntelHgence. He adopts the view that intelligence,

whatever it is, is a skill that can, like other skills, be taught and

learned. Intelligence consists of problewsolving skills that are

generalized from situation to situation. Intelligence tests consist

of abstract concepts,general
principals, and problem-solving tasks

that require abilities or skills presumed to be present, to some degree,

in all persons taking the tests. since intelligence involves the rudi-

ments of learning, it would be an unwarranted concession to conclude

that the schools cannot teach what students have obviously learned.

Although Whimby's arguments warrant
consideration, they are
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coun ered by a far more pessimistic view of programmatic efforts to

deal with educational disadvantages. The criticisms of Headstart,

Upward Bound, and other ambitious federal programs of the Sixties do

not lend great support to optimistic expectations that group differ-

ences are easily overcome. To the contrary, it is the perceived

failure of these programs that launched the Jensen affair, created the

notoriety of the Coleman report (1966), and spurred those who would

release the schools from any further promise of eliminating the social

problems of inequality in cognitive abilities and educational outcomes.

At the postsecondary level, the problems of teachability have been

aroused by the pessimistic findings surrounding compensatory, medial

or developmental studies. While there a e nuances of differences among

the three concepts, all three are an Ofor to deal with educational

disadvantages that have persisted through twelve years of public schooling.

The need for such programs is a function of the social movements of the

sixties but stems from a longer, more extended effort to make education

beyond the high school accessible to larger numbers. Where groups of

students have been referred to in the past as marginal or academically

handicapped, the federal programs of the sixties produced a pervasive

concern for students who were culturally deprived, economically dispo

sessed, or educationally disadvantaged. Special programs were organized

to accomodate large groups of students who had not previously entered

college and who were not previously expected to seek entrance to profes

sional, scientific, or technical occupations.

Mulka and Sheerin (1974) have surveyed p blished studies dealin

with programs for the educationally disadvantaged at the postsecondary

level. 'Their findings suggest that most efforts to provide relatively

short tern compensatory or remedial education have resulted in ambiguous
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or discouraging outcomes Efforts at the postseco dary level have

suffered greatly from a lack of cl ar-cut purposes or a general under-

standing of what the programs were to accomplish. Many colleges

succeeded only in discovering that the problems of the disadvantaged

were pervasive, deeply entrenched, and unresponsive to hasty, super-

ficial efforts at amel ioration. Too frequently remedial or compen-

satory courses were treated as a general re-cycling of what the disad-

vantaged students had not learned in reading, math, and grammar as

those subjects were taught at the elementary and secondary levels. The

lack of tr?ined diagnosticians and skilled instructors could not be

off-set by the use of technological devices and programmed instruct on.

In general, such courses were encapsulated as either ante-room opera-

tions that neither facilitated the student's mastery of traditional

subject matter courses nor eradicated the deficiencies in fundamental

skills with which he came.

Mulka and Sheerin believe the problems of compensatory education

to persist because there is an absence of nation-wide standards for

basic competencies in oral and written communication, reading, and

mathematics. A major recommendation of their study Is an intensified

effort on the part of the U.S. Office of Education to 'establish compe-

tency level s for grades one through twelve . Gi ven the, difficul ties

of establ ishing such standards t woul d fol low that postsecondary

institutions are sorely handicapped in their efforts to correct or

alleviate basic deficiencies in short- ern programs.

The inevitable criticism of efforts to teach intellectual or amni-

tive skills is that slid "training" is readily seduced into "teaching

the test". There remains a widespread feeling that attempts to teach

the problem-solving or critical thinking skills ares in some way, "unfair".
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This feling, however my not be as pervasive as the suspicion that

such skills are not actually baachable Within.the framework of 'public

schooling because of other denands on school resources.

Alternative Schooling

Reny criti-s and observers have wearied of the controversy

sur ounding inequality and group differences, openly confess a disdain

for its continued discussion, and propose radically new paths to

'adulthood and employment. Some of their premises are neo-romantic in

their assumptions about childhood and youth, ascerbic in their rejec-

tion of public schooling as a liberalizing force' and scornful of the

school's authoritarian stand against creativeness on the part of

students. The argument is that schools

by other alternatives and options.

The attack on the schools has be

vocal critics. George Dennison (1969

(1970 ), Jonathan Kozol (1963), and Ivan

in pungent terns the dissatisfictions w

of achieving social objectives. The ec

have been severely questioned by Jencks

have failed and must be replaced

n articulated by a host of h ghly

s Herndon (1968), John Holt

illich (1971) have spelled out

th public schooling as a means

nomic benefits of scbooling

(1972), Bowles and Gintis (1976)

and by numerous others who have cast suspicion upon the credentialing

and certifying role in which colleges and universities have permitted

thenselves to slide (Juster, 1975; Solar' and Taubman, 1973). The

Panel on Youth (1974) has advocated new approaches to the nesponsi-

biIities of adulthood and emphasizesoin particular, a systematic altera-

tion of school and work that would change appreciably the traditional

roles of the school as preparatory experience for work. Other alter-

native routes suggested by this panel include organizations of youth
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and adults that would 'eltmlnate the age segregation that y uth are

subjected to by our present eystems of education.

Supportive positions for the Panel on Youth may be seen in reports

by the National Commission 'On the Reform of Secondary Educat on (1973

and by the Special Task Force to the Secretary of HEW (1973) as well

as the more recent repo t from the National Manpower Institute, written

by Willard Wirtz (1975)., Both reports are emphatic in their discussion

of new, routes, paths, br dges, etc. that would permit youth to gain a

better appreciation of work in an induetrial society. The intent of

these reports is to make both employment and education more satis-

fying and meaningful, but most assuredly, to bridge the gap between the

two. Both would cope with the policy issues of education by specific

lines of public.actiom et the federal, state, and local levels.

At the postsecondary level an intense interest has been shown in

alternative learning or nontraditional study. The concept of nontradi-

tional study has been endorsed by the Carnegie Commission on Higher

Education (1973), the Commission on Nontraditional Study 1973) the

Panel oft Alternate Approaches to Graduate Education (1973) and other

groups dealing with the changing demands being made upon institutions

of higher education (Comeittee on Higher Adult Education, 1972; Study

on Continuing Educatien and the Future, 1972). Each of these groups

expresses a concern with alternative systems of learning and other kinds

of informal learning that ,does not fit into the customary nold of formal

instruction. Each group Is reacting to the excessive rigidity that is

seen in traditional sy$tens of higher education, the definite possibility

of a declining enrollment in the college-age population, and other

changes in societal wolves.

While national panels and task forces concerned wi h alterna ve
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paths ha'e sought a constructive, somewhat
incremental approach to

public pol_cy, the _conclusions,and recommendations of Bowles and Gintis'

(1976) are indicative- of the radical approach other critics of educa-

tion would take. Bowles and Gintis conclude that neither intelligence

nor educational achievement are important determinants of success in

the economic sphere. They are extremely dubious that formal education

can reduce the inequities they perceive in family income, occupational

status and other material indices of success. Their alternative to

the failures of the school is a radical redesign of society. School

reform i$ essentially meaningless in a society committed to corporate

power and a capitalistic economy. It is their contention that our

schools have never been "above politics" but openly serve to perpet-

uate the manpower needs of corporate industry.

The sifting and sorting of the various proposals for school reform

will occupy the time of educational thinkers for several years to come.

While thtre is doubt that the majority of such recommendations have

strongly dented the consciousness of the general public, they do repre-

sent vigorous debate within the arena of public policy. General dissat-

isfactions with the public schools find a specific focus in the more

tenable issues of racial-ethnic group d fferences test score declines,

grade inflation and increasing costs. Public alarm is easily aroused

with the publicity given the job market for college graduates who once

would have found jobs waiting in managerial and technical occupations.

The inflationary costs of education, the militancy of teachers, and the

obvious organizational
complexities of public inst tutions at both the

secondary levels are rallying points for those who fear a waning commit-

ment to education and the values it is presumed to preserve.

As a policy alternative to group differences on standardized tests,
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the advocacy of alternative schooling is a capitulation to the diffi-

culties of resolving the issues within the present framework of public

education. The policy consequences of some actions, if implemented,

would signify that only other systems and institutions can success-

fully resolve these issues.

Adaptive Tree ment

Contrary to those who would seek
alternative schooling as a policy

resolution to educational issues, there are others who would actively

alter the treatment that students presently receive in the public

school setting. Policy alternatives in this effort would not be based.

on a disenchantment with public schooling but upon a critical assess-

ment of internal weaknesses and limitations. Methods of instruction

would be modified to permit and encourage a more personalized or indi-

vidualized form of teaching; instructional materials, curricula, and

academic programs would be altered to meet individual needs and

interests of students in a more systematic manner. A basic premise of

this approach is clearly that individual differences
remain an impor-

tant instructional challenge. There is an awareness of cultural

pluralism and diversity as well as continuing faith in those techno-

logical approaches and procedures that have proven
successful in the

past. The gist of this approach would be to adapt the instruction of

individuals to their instructional needs and their individual capacities

and abilities.

The advocacy of aptitude/treatment interaction person env ron-

ment interaction, or trait/treatment
interaction is based on a statis-

tical sophistication of how variables in a learning-teaching situation

are apt to be dependent upon each other in peculiar ways Berliner and
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Cahen, 1973; Salomon, 1972; Walsh, 1973). There is a suspicion that

education does submit to formalization as a hypothetic-deductive system

but requires a sustained searching-out of working hypotheses that

permit students to learn more effectively in situations where teachers,

subject matter content, environmental conditions, and other situational

variables are interacting variables.

Some advocates would encourage a dramatic shift from models of

prediction and selection to models of placement and exemption (Will-

ingham, 1974). Such a shift would remove
standardized testing from

the strait-jacket .n which it has been cast and permit a more construc-

tive use of tests in the educational progression of students. Indi-

vidual differences would be accommodated through a variety of adminis-

trative and instructional devices designed to assist both the indi-

vidual choices of students and institutional or program decisions that

must be made by administrators and faculty. More important, perhaps,

the approach would require that educational programs be considered

within the large framework of the system of which they are a part.

Adaptive treatment would include: (1) assignment, (2) selection,

(3) placement, and (4) exemption, depending upon
characteristics of

the students, the educational programs, and the institutional setting.

Placement and exemption models, in particular, would place students in

programs adapted for their individual differences. Instructional

systems would be developed for personalized purposes and permit students

to proceed at a pace determined by their own objectives, needs, and

motives (Cross, 1976).

The advocacy, of adaptive treatment often suggests a technological

fix for a complex social and cultural problem. Yet, the approach derives

primarily from premises implicit in the tribute the American society
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has always paid education. It is the compelling notion that we should

teach students according to their interests, needs, and abilities --

an assumption often made by public education. It is relevant that

the notion of adaptive treatment is at the core of Jensen's criti-

cism of compensatory education. His argument could have been inter-

preted as the conclusion that the ways in which we have been teaching

minority group students have not been successful. His corollary is

clearly that we need to try different modes of instructions, ones from

which the students can more obviously benefit (Jensen- 1973).

How suc:essful adaptive treatment can be as educational policy

remains to be seen. The interactions between individual differences

and instructional methods may be more complex than first suspected,

and the larger effort may be seen in terms of its experimental demands

rather than its educational implications. Hunt (1975) has suggested

that the paradigm of
aptitude-treatment-interaction has not been

adequately tried and believes it might be reinstated in terms of Lewin's

behavior-person-environment model. Tobias (1976) suggests that ATI's

may be highly specific, may vary for different content areas, and may

result in limited theoretical and practical utility. Yet, if the

paradigm includes prior level of achievement, it suggests an interaction

directly related to group differences: The lower the level, of prior

achievement, the higher the instructional support required to accomp-

lish instructional objectives. Also relevant as interacting variables

are the belief systems of teachers and instructors who must work with

students from culturally diverse backgrounds (Kirk and Goon, 1975;

Rosenthal and Jacobson, 1968).

CronbaCh (1975), who initiated the active search for apt- ude/

trea ment interaction, has written that we need to reflect on what it
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means to establish working generalizations in a world where most effects

are interactive. Empirical relationships change and generalizations

decay. Instead of seeking generalizations that we can regard as lawful

relations, we should seek working hypotheses that are properly tuned to

local conditions, contemporary
relationships, and historical circum-

stances. Our aspiration should be to assess local events accurately

and improve short-run control.

A major disadvantage of adaptive treatment, therefore, may be its

suitability for experinental inquiry as opposed to formal instruction.

Given the climate of group conflict that continUes in public education,

educators may not be permitted to carry out the forms of inquiry that

are needed to establish adaptive methods of instruction Assignment

and selection have not been acceptable modes of dealing with group

differences in many past situations. To be acceptable to courts,

federal agencies, and adversary groups, adaptive treatment must be

perceived as a better method of education and not as educational

research.

Implications and Conclusions

An attempt has been made to look at the policy implications of

group differences on standardized tests in education. Although the

testing controversy has many dimensions and would undoubtedly be an

emotionalized issue, there is reason to believe that the persistence

of unwanted group differences is at the source of many disagreements

concerning the uses and applications of standardized tests. National

policy over the past two decades has been directed to social objectives

that would ensure equality of access and opportunity to racial and

ethnic-minorities in the American culture. Strenuous programmatic

efforts have been made to provide minority groups with educational
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opportunities that would permit their full participation and involve-

ment in national life. Yet, systematic efforts to evaluate the results

of those programs have consistently shown group differences that were

not anticipated by many proponents of minority group rights.

The efforts to explain those differences have resulted in a

needless revival of the heredity-versus-environment issue. Such

arguments have distracted attention from what should have been the

objective of social policy -- the provision of educational opportunity

for individuals of differing capacities, interests, and needs. A

psychology of individual differences that once suggested a rational and

empirical basis for education has been superseded by a sociology of

groups that defines national and public issues in terms of group

interest.

Six alternatives have been discussed, but only one would appear

adequate for the conflicting needs of a pluralistic and diverse society.

Social and educational policy must view education as an adaptive insti-

tutional response to changing needs and demands. The continuing contro-

versies over standardized tests and group differences reflect those

changing needs and demands but do not facilitate the adaptive response

that is needed.
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